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Abstract—One possible approach for maintaining the security of communication systems relies on Physical Layer Security mechanisms. However, in wireless time division duplex systems, where uplink and downlink channels are reciprocal, the channel estimation procedure is exposed to attacks known as pilot contamination, with the aim of having an enhanced data signal sent to the malicious user. The Shifted 2-N-PSK method involves two random legitimate pilots in the training phase, each of which belongs to a constellation, shifted from the original N-PSK symbols by certain degrees. In this paper, legitimate pilots’ offset values and their influence on the detection capabilities of the Shifted 2-N-PSK method are investigated. As the implementation of the technique depends on the relation between the shift angles rather than their specific values, the optimal interconnection between the two legitimate constellations is investigated. The results show that no regularity exists in the relation between the pilot contamination attacks (PCA) detection probability and the choice of offset values. Therefore, an adversary who aims to obtain the exact offset values can only employ a brute-force attack but the large number of possible combinations for the shifted constellations makes such a type of attack difficult to successfully mount. For this reason, the number of optimal shift value pairs is also studied for both 100% and 98% probabilities of detection. The results show that the detection probability of the Shifted 2-N-PSK decreases inversely to the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One possible attack that an eavesdropper (ED) can initiate against the security of a wireless system is the pilot contamination attack (PCA), introduced in [1]. Systems with time division duplex operation (TDD) are extremely vulnerable to such a type of malicious intervention where, due to reciprocity between uplink and downlink channels, a one way channel estimation procedure is conducted at the base station (BS). The channel gain is computed through the use of pilot signals received from the legitimate user (LU).

During the uplink training phase, ED, who intends to initiate a PCA, starts transmitting to the BS pilot signals from the same sequence as the one used by LU. Consequently, the calculated channel gain represents an estimate of both legitimate and non-legitimate channels and thus the information signal from BS is transmitted in both directions to LU and ED simultaneously.

Several suggested techniques for PCA detection exist, some using secret keys [2] or training by superimposed random sequence [3], [4], others based on large-scale fading comparison [5], or various detection statistics methods, such as the generalised likelihood ratio test method for validating one of two possible hypotheses [6], [7].

Another method for detecting PCAs – 2-N-PSK, which includes training with two random N-PSK symbols, is described in [8] and evaluated in [9]. According to the 2-N-PSK detection method, in case of PCA the argument of the correlation result is computed as shown in (1) [8], where $M$ is the number of antennas at BS, $(\cdot)^T$ stands for Hermitean matrix and $n_{z_{12}}$ is the noise result. $p_1^{LU}$ and $p_2^{LU}$ denote the first and second legitimate pilots, while the non-legitimate ones are $p_1^{ED}$ and $p_2^{ED}$. $g_{LU}$ and $g_{ED}$ describe the uplink channel from LU to BS and from ED to BS respectively and are obtained by (2), where $\sqrt{P_{LU}}$ and $\sqrt{P_{ED}}$ are the corresponding transmit power, $d_{LU}$ and $d_{ED}$ are the large-scale fading, and $h_{LU}$ and $h_{ED}$ are the small-scale fading, of LU and ED respectively:

\[ z_{12} = \frac{1}{M}(g_{LU}p_1^{LU} + g_{ED}p_1^{ED})^T (g_{LU}p_2^{LU} + g_{ED}p_2^{ED}) + n_{z_{12}} \]  
\[ g_{LU} = \sqrt{P_{LU}}d_{LU}h_{LU} \]  
\[ g_{ED} = \sqrt{P_{ED}}d_{ED}h_{ED} \]

The 2-N-PSK method is further studied in [10], where some types of PCAs are shown to be undetectable. These problematic scenarios are described below, with $\varphi(\cdot)$ representing the phase angle of the signal concerned:

1) $\varphi(p_1^{LU}) = \varphi(p_1^{ED})$ and $\varphi(p_2^{LU}) = \varphi(p_2^{ED})$: Both pilots of ED equal the corresponding legitimate pilot.

2) $\varphi(p_1^{LU}) = \varphi(p_1^{ED}) + 180^\circ$: The pilots of ED are reciprocal to the corresponding legitimate pilot or one is reciprocal.
and the other is equal.

3) \( p_{1}^{ED} = 0 \) and \( \phi(p_{2}^{ED}) = \phi(p_{2}^{LU}) \) or \( p_{2}^{ED} = 0 \) and \( \phi(p_{2}^{ED}) = \phi(p_{2}^{LU}) + 180^\circ \) is initiated during the second pilot transmission and the pilot of ED is equal or reciprocal to the legitimate.

4) \( \phi(p_{2}^{ED}) = \phi(p_{2}^{LU}) + \varphi(N-PSK) \) and \( \phi(p_{2}^{ED}) = \phi(p_{2}^{LU}) + \varphi(N-PSK) \)

both the pilots of ED differ from the corresponding legitimate pilots by the same degrees.

In all types of attacks, listed from 1) to 4), the correlation result angle coincides with an N-PSK phase, i.e. \( \varphi(z_{i}) = \varphi_{i}(N-PSK) \), which results in a decrease in the PCA detection probability of the 2-PSK. For that reason, a method is proposed in [11] that follows the concept of probability of the PSK, which results in a decrease in the PCA detection probability of the original works with shifted constellations – the Shifted 2-PSK method. Shifted 2-PSK improves the performance of the original 2-PSK method, as proved in [12].

In this paper, the choice of offset values used to shift both legitimate constellations for the Shifted 2-PSK method is studied. Then the PCA detection probability of the method in a multi-cell scenario is analysed.

II. SHIFTED 2-PSK DETECTION METHOD

The strategy employed in Shifted 2-PSK consists in shifting the constellations of the two legitimate pilots by certain degrees – \( x_{1} \) for every odd pilot and \( x_{2} \) for every even one. This way, the correlation phase in the absence of PCA does not belong to the original and publicly-known N-PSK constellation, but instead coincides with an angle from a reference constellation. Odd and even reference constellations exist – for odd and even correlations, and they are obtained from the original N-PSK constellation by adding \( y_{i} = x_{2} - x_{1} \) or \( y_{i} = x_{1} - x_{2} \), correspondingly.

Since in Shifted 2-PSK LU sends pilots from shifted constellations, their repetition by ED is impossible and hence an intrusion of types 1) to 4) does not affect the detection system. However, the same PCAs with modified conditions may still escape detection by Shifted 2-PSK. For cases 1), 2) and 3), the attack can be undetectable if ED sends a pilot signal (or its reciprocal) whose angle is the closest N-PSK value to the argument of the shifted legitimate pilot. In order to successfully attack the system in accordance with 4), the adversary must send the N-PSK symbols closest in phase to the corresponding shifted legitimate pilots, increased by the same N-PSK angle. The analytical expression of this is given in (3), where \( i \) denotes the running number of the pilot in the pair, i.e. \( i = 1 \) for the first pilot signal and \( i = 2 \) for the second pilot:

\[
\varphi(p_{i}^{LU}) + \frac{360^\circ}{2N} \geq \varphi_{i}(N-PSK) \geq \varphi(p_{i}^{LU}) - \frac{360^\circ}{2N}. \tag{3}
\]

The analogous description of the modified forms of 1), 2), 3), and 4), in the case of Shifted 2-PSK, is as follows:

1) \( \varphi(p_{1}^{ED}) = \varphi_{i}(N-PSK) \) and \( \varphi(p_{2}^{ED}) = \varphi_{2}(N-PSK) \).

2) \( \varphi(p_{1}^{ED}) = \varphi_{i}(N-PSK) + 180^\circ \).

3) \( p_{1}^{ED} = 0 \) and \( \varphi(p_{2}^{ED}) = \varphi_{2}(N-PSK) \) or \( p_{2}^{ED} = 0 \) and \( \varphi(p_{2}^{ED}) = \varphi_{2}(N-PSK) + 180^\circ \).

4) \( \varphi(p_{1}^{ED}) = \varphi_{i}(N-PSK) + \varphi_{1}(N-PSK) \) and \( \varphi(p_{2}^{ED}) = \varphi_{i}(N-PSK) + \varphi_{2}(N-PSK) \).

The PCA detection probability depends on the choice of offset combination \( (x_{1}, x_{2}) \). The implementation of the following three scenarios is studied in [12], where \( \varphi(\cdot) \) denotes the legitimate pilot’s argument after the offset:

A. \( x_{1} \neq x_{2} \neq \varphi_{i}(N-PSK) \) and \( |x_{1} - x_{2}| \neq \varphi_{i}(N-PSK) \)

When neither the legitimate nor the reference constellations coincide with the original N-PSK constellation, all detection problems from 1) to 4) are successfully solved.

B. \( x_{1} = \varphi_{i}(N-PSK) \) or \( x_{2} = \varphi_{i}(N-PSK) \)

In the case where one of the shift values equals an N-PSK angle, while attacks of types 1*), 2*) and 3*) are always discoverable, 3*) can be only detected if the PCA is initiated during the transmission of a legitimate pilot which does not belong to the N-PSK constellation.

C. \( |x_{1} - x_{2}| = \varphi_{i}(N-PSK) \)

If both legitimate constellations differ from each other by an N-PSK angle, only attacks of types 2*) and 3*) are detectable. In this case, Shifted 2-PSK is not able to discover attacks of types 1*) and 4*).

III. EXAMINATION OF OPTIMAL PILOTS OFFSET RELATION IN THE SHIFTED 2-PSK DETECTION METHOD

The analysis of the variable behaviour of the Shifted 2-PSK detection method in scenarios A, B and C, formulated in Section II, indicates a need for a consequent investigation of the relation between both offsets of the legitimate pair’s pilots. Thus a large number of experiments are conducted, where different values of the offset pairs \( (x_{1}, x_{2}) \) are chosen at a random.

Initially, specific N-PSK legitimate pilots shifted by different degrees are studied while all types of attacks listed from 1*') to 4*') in Section II are simulated. Two important trends are observed: The exact offset value does not influence the performance of the Shifted 2-PSK detection method in a consistent manner, and in certain situations the argument of the correlation result equals an angle whose value is very close to a phase from the reference constellation. This requires another study on whether any relation exists between the absolute value \( \Delta = |x_{1} - x_{2}| \) and the location of the correlation result within the reference constellation. In order to achieve reliable results, again plenty of simulations are conducted, where fixed N-PSK legitimate pilots are shifted so that the impact of different values of \( \Delta \) can be observed. No relation is found between the value of \( \Delta \) and the similarity of contaminated correlations to the reference angles.
For simplicity, the experiments are implemented in a scenario where the presence of noise and interference is ignored. However, in a real system, if the signal-to-interference and noise ratio (SINR) is not large enough, this could lead to an incorrect decision by the detection scheme. Especially susceptible to such a misinterpretation are correlations whose argument converges on a phase from the reference constellation. Due to the effect of noise or interference, the correlation angle may change and move closer to the reference angle so that both could be erroneously accepted as being equal. As a result, the capabilities of Shifted 2-N-PSK to detect PCA decrease substantially.

Another problem can arise in systems with limited computational capabilities when the correlation angle is close to a reference angle. In such systems, the calculated results are subject to rounding errors, which can also lead to judging that the correlation argument coincides with a reference phase when in reality it does not. Thus, it is reasonable to investigate different random values of the offset pairs \((x_1, x_2)\) and the Shifted 2-N-PSK detection probability of PCAs in systems with differing precision. The system’s precision is expressed by a distinguishing angle, which is used to indicate the largest angle in degrees by which a correlation phase can differ from the reference argument while both still being accepted as equal. The bigger the distinguishing angle, the smaller the accuracy of the system is. Hence the poorer the performance of the Shifted 2-N-PSK detection method is.

In the following simulations, the legitimate pilots before the offset, as well as the pilots of ED, are random signals, while the shift values of the legitimate constellations under study are fixed. The PCA detection probability of each combination \((x_1, x_2)\) is calculated based on ten thousand simulations. Several examples of different offset pairs \((x_1, x_2)\) can be observed in Fig. 1.

The results in Fig. 1 prove that there is no relation between the shift values and the PCA detection probability of the system. While some combinations \((x_1, x_2)\) lead to better results than others when examined at certain distinguishing angles, the opposite behaviour is observed in situations with different distinguishing angles. More specifically, the pair \((x_1=11°, x_2=13°)\) gives better results than \((x_1=9°, x_2=17°)\) at a distinguishing angle of 0.25° but when the distinguishing angle increases to 1°, the combination \((x_1=9°, x_2=17°)\) improves the PCA detection probability of the method, compared to \((x_1=11°, x_2=13°)\), by around 7%.

Another important conclusion that is confirmed by Fig. 1 is that none of the values of \(\Delta\) influences the detection capabilities of the Shifted 2-N-PSK detection method. Keeping \(\Delta\) constant and changing the shift values of the legitimate pilots does not maintain the same PCA detection probability, as can be seen from a comparison of the results with pairs \((x_1=11°, x_2=13°)\) and \((x_1=9°, x_2=11°)\).

The only relation between the alteration in offsets and the performance of the detection method is found in the case of 8-PSK modulation and lack of noise and interference. When an offset pair \((x_1, x_2)\) results in a PCA detection probability of 100%, its derivative pairs \((x_1+45°, x_2+45°)\) achieve the same results, where \(i = 1\) to 8. An 8-PSK modulation example is presented in Fig. 2.
performance of the Shifted 2-N-PSK compared to others. For that reason, another useful experiment is conducted which ascertains the number of optimal shift value pairs \((x_1, x_2)\) for different distinguishing angles, where a pair is recognized as optimal, if in absence of noise the method achieves PCA detection probability of 100%. Since in some systems lower requirements may be acceptable for the optimal pairs, the optimal pairs are also counted for an achieved PCA detection probability of 98%.

The investigation is completed for integer offset values \(x_1\) and \(x_2\) and an alternation step equal to one degree. Each of the shift values gradually changes from 0° to 359° and all possible combinations \((x_1, x_2)\), 360x360=129 600 in number, are simulated. The PCA detection probability is computed based on ten thousand random simulations for each possible pair for different distinguishing angles. Only the number of optimal shift value pairs \((x_1, x_2)\) is then extracted. The collected results are summarised in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 Number of optimal offset pairs of Shifted 2-N-PSK with different distinguishing angles

According to the content of Fig. 3, the number of optimal combinations is highly dependent on the distinguishing angle. An increase in the distinguishing angle results in degradation of the system performance. In systems with precise computational capabilities, where the distinguishing angle is 0.005°, 100% PCA detection probability is observed in 121 408 offset combinations while 125 260 pairs \((x_1, x_2)\) result in a PCA detection probability of more than 98%. A rough-scale system with distinguishing angle of 1° reaches 100% PCA detection probability by 5 951 number of optimal pairs, while 45 662 number of offset combinations achieves PCA detection probability of more than 98%.

IV. THE INFLUENCE OF INTERCELL INTERFERENCE ON THE PCA DETECTION PROBABILITY OF THE SHIFTED 2-N-PSK DETECTION METHOD

The presence of intercell interference (ICI) represents a severe problem in multi-cell wireless systems. While the interference between users in a cell can be excluded by employing the orthogonal frequency division multiple access scheme (OFDMA), the signal received at the BS from users in neighbouring cells still influences the uplink training phase.

This can cause some inaccuracy in the performance of the PCA detection method since, due to the presence of ICI, the correlation result may move further or closer to the reference constellation. In other words, a PCA initiated by a malicious user in the cell may be erroneously accepted as an effect of ICI, or vice versa. Hence, it is of great importance to estimate the detection capabilities of Shifted 2-N-PSK when the impact of interference is also considered.

The different variations of Shifted 2-N-PSK, explained in Section II, are separately studied together with the original 2-N-PSK method, so that their behaviour can be compared. The system model consists of multiple cells and only one of them – with the BS of interest, is observed. The only users in the cell of the serving BS are a single antenna LU and a single antenna ED. An example of the system model is illustrated in Fig. 4.

![Fig. 4 An example of a multi-cell system model, where two users from adjacent cells interfere with the communication](image)

An equation for defining SINR in uplink communication channels is suggested in [13]. The main components that take part in the analytical expression are the path loss exponent, denoted by \(\alpha\), and the power control factor – \(\varepsilon\).

Typically the value of the power control factor is a fraction in the range \([0, 1]\) where 0 means that all users in the cell transmit with the same power and 1 describes the case where the path loss is completely balanced. The main purpose of using power control management is to overcome the difference in received signal strength at the BS which is a consequence of unequal distances between the BS and users at different locations in the cell.

The decrease in signal power for specific propagation environments is expressed by the path loss exponent. Its value in wireless systems varies in the interval \((2, 4)\) with 2 corresponding to free-space and 4 to a lossy environment.

The experiments conducted investigate the PCA detection probability of the Shifted 2-N-PSK method as a function of SINR, which is determined according to (3) [13]:

\[
\text{SINR} = \frac{g_{LU} R^{\varepsilon(\alpha-1)}}{\sigma^2 + \sum_{u \in c} \left( R^u \right)^{\varepsilon} g_u D_u^{-\alpha}},
\]
where the power of noise is expressed as $\sigma^2$, the desired signal receive power is $R_{LU}^U$ and the distance from LU to the BS is denoted by $R$. $U$ designates the set of interfering users and interfering user $w \in U$ is located at distances $R_w$ and $D_w$ from its serving BS and BS of interest, respectively.

The simulations are carried out assuming the following conditions: $\alpha=3.7$, $\epsilon=0.75$, $gL_{UR}=60.46$ dBm, and $\sigma^2=100$ dBm. Typical SINR values are studied with varying ICI power. The results are graphically presented in Fig. 5.

The experimental results confirm that in the low SINR range, where the impact of ICI is dominant, both detection methods demonstrate degraded performance and are not able to discover PCA initiated during the training phase. When the SINR value is less than 10dB, the PCA detection probability achieved by the different schemes is approximately the same. However, in the region where the signal power exceeds that of noise plus interference, such that SINR surpasses 10dB, improved detection capabilities of Shifted -2-N-PSK are apparent. As explained in Section II, the most favourable scenario of the Shifted -2-N-PSK detection method is the one described in case A which in the experiments conducted is represented by the combination $(x_1=11^\circ, x_2=18^\circ)$.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper the relation between the offset values of the Shifted 2-N-PSK method is studied, as well as the number of optimal combinations $(x_1, x_2)$ for systems with different precision. In a future study, the behaviour of the method could be examined for more complex types of system accuracy.

As best secrecy of the shift value pairs can be achieved if they change for every training period, another future direction could include an algorithm for computing them at both the BS and LU sides.
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